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1. Introduction

Lightweight structures are physical products or parts of
products that enable a required technical functionality at lower
weight than generally achievable by other means. This can be
implemented by using less material or by providing more
functionality or improved functionality through lighter struc-
tures [1]. The relationship between technical performance and
weight can be described in a number of ways, including the
stiffness-to-weight ratio, which is a central concept in engi-
neering design.

Traditionally, two main drivers have motivated the introduction
of lightweight structures. From a technical point of view, lighter
products can enable better performance, such as in the case of

operation cost for many applications. Depending on the spec
case, material and production cost could either decrease by us
less material or increase due to higher embodied energies 

innovative, comparably inefficient production technologies. 

thermore, lighter products can be a means to comply w
regulation. For instance, lighter vehicles enable to reduce 

consumption and lead to decreased penalty fees for veh
manufacturers faced with corporate average fuel requiremen

The authors aim to provide a review on the status quo an
anticipate future research regarding lightweight structures fro
life cycle engineering perspective. According to Hauschild et al.,
cycle engineering (LCE) is part of a company’s activity cove
engineering methods to look “at products [ . . . ] over all stage
the life cycle(s)” [2]. As a result, LCE is concerned with all “the m
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A B S T R A C T

Lightweight structures are increasingly necessary to meet current engineering requirements. We
reduction in diverse applications such as automobiles or machine tools is achieved either by using
material or by substituting material with a lighter one, which provides more functionality per un
weight. To be an effective enabler for sustainability, lightweight structures should result in lo
environmental impacts per functional unit when compared to conventional structures on a life c
basis. However, applying new materials and manufacturing processes often leads to an increas
environmental impacts from the raw materials and production stage of the life cycle. Furthermore, e
of-life disassembly and recycling may become more difficult. In addition, the expected efficiency g
from the use of lightweight structures depend on how the overall market and technical systems resp
to them. Consequently, the environmental evaluation of lightweight structures in engineering en
various methodological challenges. Organised around a life cycle engineering framework with a focu
eco-effectiveness, this paper provides a comprehensive review of lightweight structure applications
the challenges and opportunities they present in a life cycle engineering context.
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rial
use,
higher acceleration of a vehicle (e.g. an airplane) or providing a
competitive advantage in sporting equipment (e.g. a golf club).
Lighter products can also reduce life cycle cost because of lower
uct
ool.
tain
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activities and life cycle stages (product development, raw mate
extraction, manufacturing, after-sales service/engineering, re
remanufacturing, recycling and disposal)” [2].

Lightweight structures are typically a part of larger prod
systems, e.g. as a structural element of a vehicle or machine t
Those products operate in a background system such as a cer
region with a specific local electricity mix (see Fig. 1).
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hus, in addition to the different life cycle stages, on the one
d interdependencies between different sub-systems or com-
ents need to be considered when analysing potential burdens
benefits regarding the sustainability of lightweight structures.

 way, properties of lightweight structures, such as their mass,
evaluated in context of a system perspective. On the other
d, both the product- and the background system set require-
ts for lightweight structures. The average lifetime of a product,
xample, should align with technical capabilities of lightweight
ctures.
ereafter, foundational concepts in life cycle engineering are
ented and set into the context of lightweight structures in
r to promote comprehension of specific challenges.

Evolution of life cycle engineering

n early definition of life cycle engineering was given by Alting:
 cycle engineering is the art of designing the product life cycle
ugh choices about product concept, structure, materials and
esses, and life cycle assessment (LCA) is the tool that visualizes
environmental and resource consequences of these choices”
In the CIRP Encyclopedia, Jeswiet broadens the scope to all
e pillars of sustainability, defining life cycle engineering as:
 . ] engineering activities, which include the application of
nological and scientific principles to manufacturing products

 the goal of protecting the environment, conserving resources,
uraging economic progress, keeping in mind social concerns,
the need for sustainability, while optimising the product life
e and minimizing pollution and waste” [4].
his understanding has led to a significant eco-efficiency
rovement in developing products and technologies. However,
enefits gained as a result of eco-efficiency improvements may

 wiped out due to population and affluence increase and the
ciated environmental footprint. In the meantime, the concept
stainability has shifted from relative to absolute sustainability
to the limited carrying capacity of the planet. As a result,
schild et al. propose a new life cycle engineering framework
 combines a top-down with a bottom up perspective [2]. The
ework enables a better understanding of the pressure that life
e engineered products place on the earth’s life support system.
ainability constitutes an absolute constraint and is evaluated

 regard to the time span of human civilisation. The top-down
oach aligns with the different factors of the IPAT equation. The
tion expresses the total environmental impact (I) as the
uct of population (P), affluence (A) and the environmental

which increase stress on humans and natural systems. Further-
more, materials entering production need to be taken into account,
as the extraction and processing of resources also require energy
and potentially result in various direct environmental impacts.
Assembly methods and joining techniques employed in creating
products also require consideration, as they often determine the
viability of recycling and (re-)processing options which may
reduce environmental impacts.

In line with this understanding, Hauschild et al. redefined life
cycle engineering as “[ . . . ] sustainability-oriented product
development activities within the scope of one to several product
life cycles. The methods and tools used in life cycle engineering
must support reducing the total environmental impact associated
with technology change and volume increase from one product
generation to another, in order to ensure that new product
technologies stay within their environmental space as derived
from the planetary boundaries” [2].

As already highlighted in Alting’s early definition of LCE, the
assessment tool that helps engineers to quantify the environmen-
tal impacts of engineering decisions is life cycle assessment (LCA).
A set of international standards prescribe the fundamental
principles and framework of LCA [5,6]. Fig. 2 shows an LCA-based
framework of LCE rooted in the ISO 14040 norms. Reasons to use
LCA and an LCA-based engineering approach for lightweight
structures are:

� Identify hotspots: Performing an LCA to support LCE allows for
analysing the technosphere encompassing all life cycle stages
and identifying the system elements with the most significant
impacts on the ecosphere.

� Avoid burden shifting: Reducing the weight of a product is often
motivated by a decrease in energy required to move it, thus
decreasing its environmental impact (mostly during operation).
However, this effect might be overcompensated by an increased
impact of the raw material extraction, production and end-of-life
stage.

� Identify trade-offs: Additional trade-offs may arise between

Fig. 1. Lightweight structures as part of product systems.

Fig. 2. Life cycle assessment methodology according to ISO 14040 as part of the
bottom-up life cycle engineering methodology.
act caused by technology (T). As global population and
ence have been steadily increasing and are expected to
ease further, pressure mounts on the technological factor. The

 equation illustrates that, to use the example of climate change,
nhouse gas emissions (I) from the different life cycle stages of
ucts (T) must decrease by almost a factor of 10 by the middle of
century compared to 2010 [2]. Focusing on the technology
r of the IPAT equation, impact mitigation options include
cing energy demand, improving energy efficiency and shifting
ards renewable energy. Improving efficiency reduces resource
umption as well as emissions to water, air and land, all of
ase cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
chnology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
different environmental impact categories. A reduction in
climate change affecting emission during the use stage might
be accompanied by substances with human toxicity potential
being emitted in the raw materials extraction and manufacturing
stage.

� Gain system understanding and build knowledge: Overall, LCE
of lightweight structures fosters the understanding of cause-
effect relationships and deepens knowledge on product- and
process development. Thus, the most promising lightweight
measures can be selected and options to reduce environmental
impacts can be elaborated.
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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The following paragraphs focus on a discussion of special
considerations with regard to the methodological phases ( – )
of an LCA-based LCE (Fig. 2) applicable to lightweight structures.

1.1.1. Goal and scope definition
The definition of goal and scope serves as a foundation for any

LCA-based method. The system definition includes specifying the
foreground and background systems ( in Fig. 2).

Within the foreground system, one needs to consider the type
and mass of materials involved as well as manufacturing processes
and direct effects on the use stage and end-of-life, for instance as
summarized by Geyer for the case of automotive material
substitution [7]. Regarding background systems, temporal and
spatial differences can strongly influence the life cycle impacts of
lightweight structures. This is especially the case for structures
with a long lifetime [8]. If the use stage extends several years into
the future, e.g. progress in the development of fuel technologies
needs to be taken into account using appropriate forecasting
methods. In practice, data availability for relevant background
systems may be limited. Studies point out that a cut-off in certain
background systems is necessary due to a lack of available
information within these systems [9]. Fig. 3 summarizes relevant
parameters in the foreground- and background systems for
evaluating lightweight automotive components at the engineering
design stage.

Depending on the goal of the study, an attributional or a
consequential perspective may be adopted. An attributional
perspective uses an accounting approach, which ascribes the
product system to the share of the impacts of its processes that
corresponds to its share in the use of the processes. A consequen-
tial perspective, in contrast, attempts to model the consequences
of the decision being analysed. This involves an analysis of the
expected market response when the decision is implemented to
identify the technologies that will be affected by the decision [10].

1.1.2. Life cycle inventory data
The environmental assessment of lightweight structures over

their whole life cycle requires the acquisition of both qualitative
and quantitative data (see in Fig. 2). This data is then used to

location at an unknown point in time – as well as of the respec
material input- and output flows of the available proces
Examples of dynamic and potentially important long-li
technologies are systems for power generation (providing ene
to electrical vehicles) and sorting- and recovery systems 

recycling of lightweight materials. The former is scheduled
undergo a major decarbonising process during the com
decades. For the latter, progress in the development of recyc
technologies – particularly that of fibre-reinforced composite
may be anticipated against the background of the Circ
Economy Action Plan of the European Union [12].

1.1.3. Life cycle impact assessment
Impact assessment involves the interpretation of informa

gathered on elementary flows in the life cycle inventory us
model-based flow-specific characterisation factors. These fac
quantify the impacts associated with energy and material fl

(see in Fig. 2). For vehicle systems, regulatory requirements
usually limited to the use stage and have a strong focus
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. However, for a study aime
complying with the ISO 14040 standard, the selected imp
categories need to be representative of the environmental imp
of the studied system [6] — and not only focus on greenhouse
emission during the use phase. For non-greenhouse gas imp
categories, a deep understanding of the impact pathway
required. For instance, for impact categories such as freshw
use or acidification, environmental sensitivity may vary stron
among regions. This needs to be taken into account in the imp
characterisation in order to accurately depict the environme
impact of lightweight structures [13]. This requires that the imp
assessment makes use of an inventory which has not b
aggregated beyond the level of individual processes, so as to k
the information such as the location of raw material extraction 

emission. Raugei et al. assess different automotive lightwe
structures with respect to their impact on use stage 

consumption, primary energy generation, depletion of n
renewable energy resources, emission of greenhouse and acid
ing gases as well as metal mining and refining operati
[14]. Within this study, non-renewable cumulative energy dem
(nr-CED), acidification potential (AP), and human toxicity poten
(HTP) are identified as particularly relevant impact catego
[14]. Bovea and Gallardo discuss the influence of differ
weighted impact assessment methods on a material selec
case and point out the importance of a sensitivity analysis [
which constitutes an integral part of the interpretation phase 

the basis of the repeated iterations when conducting an LCA [

1.1.4. Visualisation and interpretation
The interpretation phase of an LCA ( in Fig. 2) aims

identifying the issues that significantly influence the final resu
These issues can be related to any or all of the previous phases ( 

in Fig. 2), for example the assumptions made as part of the g
and scope definition or the characterisation factors used in 

impact assessment. Results can and should be evaluated regard
their completeness, sensitivity and consistency.

Many lightweight applications are associated with comp
system interdependencies (see Fig. 3). Here, visualization can
helpful to analyse the benefits and trade-offs related to lightwe
structures. A high quality LCA interpretation effort will includ

Fig. 3. Foreground and background system in LCA of lightweight structures; adapted
from Ref. [11].
ults
ults
ion
iled
ing

 to
her
s. It
act
sed
populate a life cycle inventory model encompassing all relevant
material- and energy flows. Within the raw materials extraction
stage, this may include the extraction and processing of ores and
the manufacturing of semi-finished products. The subsequent
manufacturing stage contains all material- and energy flows of the
manufacturing processes employed in production. During the use
stage of lightweight structures, appropriate methods and tools
allow the capture of the relationship between product mass and
use phase resource consumption and emissions. Data acquisition
for the end-of-life requires knowledge of available treatment
routes and technologies – which may be employed in an unknown
Please cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
Technology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
combination within a multi-criteria solution space. Often res
are depicted as multiple single criteria interpretations. This res
either in the presentation of a quantitative listing or the provis
of a large set of graphs. While providing a high degree of deta
information, this does not sufficiently support decision mak
[17,18]. Instead, advanced visualisation techniques could help
understand complex system interdependencies [19]. Anot
approach is the simplification of impact assessment result
may be achieved either by focusing on one or only few imp
categories or by aggregating certain relevant impacts, as discus
in Ref. [20].
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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. Knowledge generation and direct application
he final stage of an LCA-based LCE methodology (see in
2) covers the generation of knowledge and its direct
ication to improve existing and future products and processes.
CE supports systems thinking as well as understanding and
lves the handling of a large amount of data and results, the
wing aspects of knowledge generation and application should
onsidered:

e results of an LCA and the knowledge derived from it need to
 available and accessible at the right time and place to support
anagement and engineering decisions (referred to as “the
gistics of LCA knowledge”).
e existing LCA knowledge needs to be applied and further
panded, thus supporting the development of new products,
ocesses and business models (referred to as “the management

 LCA knowledge”).

ata and parameters from past LCA studies can be used to
ate data and parameters for foreground and background

ems in the early stage of product and process development.

Scope and structure of the paper

ightweight structures have an impact on technical perfor-
ce and production cost as well as on the environment [1,21]. A
e holistic engineering approach for lightweight structures
ld permit intentional trade-offs between technical, economic,
environmental targets.
ith respect to a strong sustainability definition, the aim of this
r is to review the relevant research regarding the environ-
tally oriented LCE of lightweight structures and to derive
ds and needs for future research and development. Developing
tweight structures that have not been examined yet from an
perspective is not the focus. Section 2 provides an overview of
rs to realise lightweight structures with respect to life cycle
neering. We further discuss the application of lightweight
ctures for automotive, aerospace and machine tool purposes.
r applications such as building structures are not part of the
ew. Within Sections 3–6, relevant approaches focusing on
vidual stages of the life cycle are studied: raw material
essing (Section 3), manufacturing (Section 4), usage (Section
nd end-of-life (Section 6). Examples and case studies are
ented to highlight the importance of a life cycle perspective
the role of a quantitative assessment of potential environ-
tal impacts. As LCE of lightweight structures involves large
unts of data and different models, methods and tools that
ort the engineering process need to be developed accordingly.

 involves the modelling of product systems in different tool
ronments as well as the interpretation of complex results,
ch are discussed as part of each section. Section 7 proposes a
hesis based on research needs established by the previous
ions and derives future research directions.

ightweight levers, application fields and review overview

ightweight structures are the result of systematic processes
lving different engineering disciplines ranging from produc-

A. The application of lightweight materials. Material substitution
approaches are widely used in lightweight structures. Typical
lightweight materials include aluminium, magnesium, titanium
or composites, e.g. fibre-reinforced polymers (FRP). They may be
joined together in multi-material, laminar layers to form so-
called “sandwich structures”.

B. Form & topology optimisation results in a load-case specific
material allocation within a structure, thus substantially
decreasing the weight per provided functionality. Lattice
structures, which are a special form of topology-optimised
structures, serve as an example here. The form and topology of
lightweight structures need to be chosen in accordance with the
applied materials.

C. Process technology is required to enable the manufacturing of
lightweight structures. Specific topologies require the applica-
tion of new processes (e.g. additive manufacturing for cellular
structures). Large volume production with new materials (e.g.
carbon fibre-reinforced polymers in automotive applications)
can only be enabled through effective and efficient process
technologies.

D. The application of strategies A–C enable secondary (or indirect)
lightweight benefits. When reducing the weight of a compo-
nent (e.g. a car body), related components (e.g. brakes,
suspension) can be made lighter as well, which in turn fosters
further weight reduction (weight spiral).

E. Constraints set boundary conditions for the technological
performance of technical systems. In certain cases, constraints
allow for lighter structures, for example when setting vehicle
weight restrictions for bridges.

F. Lightweight structures can pose new challenges regarding the
end-of-life. As opposed to the other levers, this potentially
causes negative effects on the environmental life cycle impacts
of lightweight structures. In contrast to established recycling
processes (e.g. recycling of steel), recycling technologies for
new materials lack maturity (e.g. recycling of fibre-reinforced
plastics), leading to a downcycling of the materials. In addition,
the energy required to recycle lightweight structures can be
higher than for conventional materials (e.g. for the sorting and
separation of composites). However, secondary materials have
a much lower embodied energy compared to primary
materials.

2.2. Application fields

Lightweight structures are of major relevance in different
fields of application. To reduce energy consumption in the
transport sector, lightweight design is considered a high
priority. Helms and Lambrecht analysed potential global
primary energy savings by lightweight design with respect to
different transport modes [22]. Lightweight structures applied
to passenger cars and light-duty vehicles show the highest
energy saving potential due to the high market share of those
vehicles (see Fig. 4) [22].
Fig. 4. Potential global annual primary energy savings by light-weighting in
transportation, adapted from Ref. [22].
 engineering to product design and material science. In general,
rent lightweight levers, or leverage points, can be identified.
relevance of those levers strongly depends on the application.

Lightweight levers and influences on life cycle engineering

ifferent lightweight levers to design and manufacture
tweight structures can be distinguished (A–E). With respect
e product life cycle the end-of-life stage has to be included as

 (F). The lightweight levers are presented in the order of their
nological appearance within the review:
ase cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle engineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
chnology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
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Applying lightweight structures to aircrafts has been identified
as having the third highest energy saving potential. Weight
reduction of aircrafts also allows the amount of fuel to be carried to
be reduced, leading to further weight and fuel reduction (weight
spiral) [22]. While rail vehicles and ships have less global energy
saving potential, lightweight design for these transport modes
should not be considered irrelevant. For instance, a study by
Schmidt and Watson indicates a major effect of weight decrease for
ferries, as the draft and thus the drag of a ship is reduced
[23]. Other relevant applications encompass buildings and civil
infrastructure as well as manufacturing equipment. In the case of
buildings and civil infrastructure, lightweight structures are
introduced with respect to material efficiency, construction efforts,
and use stage constraints [24,25]. For manufacturing equipment
use stage constraints as well as energy and material efficiency are
the focus [26–28]. The application of lightweight structures in
automotive, aerospace and machine tool contexts is elaborated in
the following sections.

2.2.1. Automotive
The average weight of passenger vehicles has increased in the

past decades due to demanding requirements regarding comfort
and safety. As a consequence, vehicle power output has increased,
and so has the weight of the powertrain [22,29]. Recently, stricter
requirements regarding use stage emissions have been set in the
major markets for automotive manufacturers. One example is the
EU directive 443/2009. Thus, among other measures, manufac-
turers have decreased vehicle weights for recent vehicle genera-
tions in EU.

In large-scale automotive manufacturing, lightweight struc-
tures have mainly been implemented using advanced designs
based on steel. This includes new alloys, topologies as well as
adapted manufacturing processes [30]. One example is the
introduction of shell designs instead of frame constructions. These
are enabled through the use of stamping and welding, which still
represents the state-of-the art for large-scale manufacturing
[1]. Recent innovations include the application of high-strength
and ultra-high strength steels [30,31] as well as new manufactur-
ing processes like tailor-rolled blanks [32].

In the past decades, the automotive material mix has shifted
towards an increased usage of polymers and FRP (see Fig. 5)
[33]. Another trend are interior applications such as dashboards,
airbags and electronics that are also a driver for the usage of
copper, as shown in Ref. [34]. The application of new materials in
structural components of the car body, as for example shown by
Goede et al. [35], is yet another approach. Kim et al. and Dhingra
et al. discuss lightweight components as part of drivetrains
[36,37]. The extensive use of FRP in structural components is, from
an economic and technical viewpoint, only suitable in small-scale
manufacturing. Another major development is the increased usage
of aluminium [38–40] and magnesium [41]. A prominent example
for full-aluminium car bodies are spaceframe structures. [38]

Magnesium has mainly been applied on a component level, suc
in hoods and roof structures (Kulekci et al. provide an overview
applications [41]). The last decade has also shown a trend
introduce multi-material structures in car bodies. The underly
idea is to match mechanical properties to the specific lo
through the application of a variety of materials [42]. Furtherm
lightweight structures can be enhanced by the realisation
functional integration through combining different materials o
component level. Multi-material structures require new proc
technologies in order to enable an introduction into large-s
manufacturing routes, as demonstrated by Eckstein et al. [43

2.2.2. Aerospace
From the very beginning, lightweight structures have been 

of the most important drivers in the aerospace manufactur
Composites have become critical materials to achieve lightwe
objectives for the aerospace industry due to their specific stiffn
to-strength ratio and their high potential for multi-functiona
This includes defined anisotropic behaviour, the possibility
integrate sensors or actuators, high structural damping, 

superior fatigue performance. As a result, the use of composite
the aerospace industry has evolved from around 15% to more t
50% of the total structural mass in the last 25 years [44–46]. 

use of composites requires new approaches for the design 

service of structural components due to industry specific 

stringent safety regulation and the associated durability, main
nance and repair. Therefore, the challenge with lightwe
aerospace structures is to find the optimum compromise thro
a multidisciplinary approach with life cycle thinking, starting fr
material selection, design, use and maintenance, and end-of-
While the common focus in industry used to be on cradle-to-g
with economics being the main driver [44,45], studies by Tim
et al. as well as Bachmann et al. take the environmental life c
perspective into account, including the use stage and end-of-lif
lightweight aircrafts [46,47].

2.2.3. Machine tools
The application of lightweight structures in machine t

serves as a measure towards enhancing the mechanical per
mance of a machine or enabling an increased energy efficie
during its operation. Yoon et al. introduce a hierarchical appro
to energy saving strategies. The introduction of lightwe
structures would be subsumed as a hardware-based optimisa
within the field of energy efficiency [48]. Successful exam
show the joint application of different weight reduction strateg
combining the application of new materials with the adaptio
machine geometries as discussed for instance in Refs. [49,50]

An overview of state-of-the-art materials in machine tool
provided in Refs. [26–28]. Research on lightweight machine t
through the use of bionics is discussed in Ref. [51]. The introductio
composites is the focus of research in several examples. Thi
especially relevant for structures carrying high mechanical loads. F
Fig. 5. Increasing use of lightweight materials in vehicle design [33]; according to US
Department of Energy 2013. Fig. 6. Lightweight design potentials for various machine tools [27].

Please cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle engineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
Technology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
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cts potentials for weight reduction in various machine types. The
ance of lightweight design measures for different types of
hine tools is dependent on aspects such as the field of application
the size of the machine. In the case of grinding machines, the
fit of weight reduction is limited, as the drive power is needed
st exclusively for the process realisation and not for the
leration of feed axes. Turning and milling often only show average
l accelerations and require a certain level of stiffness when applied
igh-precision applications. In contrast, HPC 5-axis milling centres
ute complex, super-imposed path motions (several axes engaged)
frequent acceleration and deceleration movements. Furthermore,
trical lossescanbeminimisedduetolowermass inertia. In general,
hines that show high acceleration levels, reactive or friction
ers are identified as suitable candidates for weight reduction.
nprocess stabilityandstiffness is thefocus, lightweight structures
d have a negative influence [27]. Neugebauer et al. stress the
ntages of weight reduction with regard to spatial flexibility of

production systems, for example by moving the production system
towards a large product, instead of moving the product itself [52].

2.3. Literature review

Fig. 7 summarises the reviewed publications using a chord
diagram. In total, 131 research papers and reports targeting the
topic of LCE of lightweight structures have been identified. This
excludes research that only focuses on the realisation of
lightweight structures or contributions that put forward LCE in
a generic manner. Building structures as applications were
excluded from this review. The chord diagram shows relationships
between reviewed publications, different lightweight levers and
application areas. The numbers positioned around the circle
represent the publications according to the reference list of this
paper. The different levers and application fields are placed around
the circle as well. In addition, addressed environmental impact
. Categorisation of the reviewed literature addressing LCE of lightweight structures (131 papers and reports in total, listed according to the numbering of the reference
depiction of addressed lightweight levers, application domains and analysed impact categories.

ase cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle engineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
chnology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
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categories are marked through a colour coding on the outer ring.
Each publication can target one or more lightweight levers.
Applications could be generic (no link shown) or specific (links
shown in grey colour).

Leveraging weight reduction by selecting a different, lighter
material is a dominating aspect within the reviewed publications.
This reflects the fact that the type of material selected has a strong
effect on the overall product weight and on the environment. The
review highlights a large number of publications targeting new
manufacturing processes, their contribution to manufacture
lightweight structures as well as energy and resource efficiency
in manufacturing. Another major stream of literature discusses the
development of end-of-life treatment processes for lightweight
structures as well as research on the application of secondary
materials. Research explicitly targeting the interplay between LCE
and lightweight structures through constraints is scarce.

The majority of publications employs automotive cases when
regarding lightweight structures. This reflects the multitude of
influences lightweight structures could show on the environmen-
tal performance of vehicles regarding foreground and background
systems. While many publications aim at achieving a holistic view
on environmental impacts of lightweight structures, most
quantitative studies are limited to impacts on climate change or
the energy demand of the studied system. Less than half of the
quantitative studies analyse further impact categories.

3. Extraction and production of lightweight materials

The use of different, lighter materials and/or the combination of
these materials for lightweight applications strongly correlates
with breakthrough product and process innovations. Ashby
presents the evolution of engineering materials over time by
assessing the number of teaching hours dedicated to those
materials [53]. In the 1940s, light alloys, such as aluminium,
magnesium or titanium emerged. The importance of metals,
especially steel alloys, peaked in the 1960s. Subsequently,
ceramics, polymers and composites, such as FRPs became available
for engineering applications and steadily gained importance.

To investigate options to reduce the environmental impact
related with the use of (lightweight) materials from a top-down
perspective, Allwood et al. [54] modified the Kaya identity (an
extended variant of IPAT) to describe total energy and process
emissions (C) associated with the material production (see Eq. (1)).
C is calculated as the product of demand for goods (D) containing
material, the average mass of material per product (MP/D), the
yield ratio of material supplied to material eventually occurring in
the product (MS/MP), and the average emissions per unit of
material (C/MS). By expanding the Kaya identity, the demand D is
set to the sum of a new demand N and a replacement demand (S/L),
where S is the stock of existing goods and L is their average lifespan.
The additional factors in the equation account for the different
emission factors when the material is sourced from primary ore
(CO/MO), recycling (CR/MR), and re-use (CU/MU) with
MS = MO + MR + MU, and the fractions fO + fR + fU = 1.

C ¼ N þ S
L

� �
�MP

D
�MS

MP
� f O

CO

MO
þ f R

CR

MR
þ f U

CU

MU

� �
ð1Þ

Processing technologies for extracting and providing lig
weight raw materials are undergoing a development towa
higher process efficiencies over time, generally following an
curve. One measure of higher efficiency is the reduction of proc
energy demands as well as the minimisation of harm
environmental impacts. Other directions are the reduction
yield losses and the reduction of impurities of materials strea
Gutowski et al. discuss the increase of process efficiencies wit
the steel and aluminium industries [55]. Both industries h
shown a decrease of the required amount of energy for 

materials extraction and production by a factor of five within
last 200 years, approaching their thermodynamic limit. As a res
further dramatic improvements are less likely to be achie
[55]. This situation changes when looking at relatively n
engineering materials. For instance, the manufacturing of p
acrylnitrile (PAN)-based carbon fibres requires ten to fifteen tim
the amount of energy compared to the same mass of steel. T
increased embodied energy results in higher mass-spec
greenhouse gas emissions from that stage [56,57,58]. Howe
the required amount of material with respect to functio
requirements needs to be taken into account. At the same ti
current carbon fibre manufacturing mainly targets high per
mance applications. Adapting fibre manufacturing to the needs
mass produced product could enable significant efficiency g
[59].

Another factor influencing the environmental impact
material selection is the sourcing of those materials. For insta
materials can originate from different geographic regions w
different environmental impacts. Later processing steps may 

be globally distributed, in some cases to leverage low cost ene
provision for energy-intensive processing steps. Produc
capacity may also be set up in emerging markets to meet grow
local demand. The global trade chain of aluminium has b
mapped by Liu and Müller in a material flow analysis [60]. Fi
shows geographical sources and sinks of aluminium material fl

at different stages of the value chain, from raw materials extrac
to scrap material. On this basis, in a separate publication, t
show that greenhouse gas emissions from aluminium vary b
factor of over 3 per kg of primary material, depending on 

geographic region [61]. As engineering materials are o
purchased as commodities on a global market, the environme
impact of a tonne of raw material is usually considered as a glo
average. This includes different process technologies as wel
energy sources applied to produce those materials. However,
application of global averages can mask opportunities to sign
cantly reduce environmental impacts by sourcing materials fr
regions with favourable production conditions. Another strat
would be to drive a technology change in the respective, mo
Fig. 8. The global aggregated trade flows of aluminium in bauxite, alumina,
unwrought aluminium, semis, finished products, and scrap for the year 2008. The
thickness of a flow (origins in red and destinations in green) is proportional to its
physical trade value [60].
With respect to reducing energy and process emissions of
materials, the interpretation of Eq. (1) leads to five main
conclusions: (i) products should be designed using less material
(MP/D), (ii) post production waste should be minimized (MS/MP);
(iii) materials should be selected taking their life cycle environ-
mental footprint into account (C/M), (iv) recycling and reuse of
components should be preferred and supported (fR, fU); and, (v) the
products’ lifetime (L) should be considered when analysing the
overall impact of lightweight structures, taking into account that
different structural designs and materials lead to different
constraints with regard to maintenance and repair [54].
Please cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle engineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
Technology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
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loping, regions by reducing the environmental impacts for
gy provision and process technologies through adequate
sures. Climate change is the impact category considered in
t of the reviewed studies. Table 1 compares greenhouse gas
ssions on a mass basis for common engineering materials. Low-
ed steels show the lowest greenhouse gas emissions per kg of
erial use in comparison to high strength steels, aluminium,
nesium and FRP.
able 1 also provides comparative performance information
rding various measures of mechanical performance (strength,
itudinal- and torsional stiffness). A baseline is represented by
aluminium structure. Optimising static tensile strength
viour, CFRP structures could be lighter by a factor of

 compared to aluminium structures. Such simplified indicators
le an early estimation of suitable lightweight materials and
r environmental impacts [1].
everal studies have analysed achievable weight reductions for
erial substitution scenarios in automotive applications (see
e 1). In general, median weight reductions of about 10–30% are
led through high-strength or advanced high-strength steels.
inium, magnesium, composites and plastics show even
er potentials for weight reduction. Those numbers are both
vant to determine the environmental impacts in the stage of
 materials provision and end-of-life, but are as well crucial
ards quantifying the potential decrease of environmental
acts during the use stage.

Steel, magnesium and aluminium in lightweight structures

etals have been the primary engineering materials used by
anity for the past two centuries [53]. Steel, aluminium,
nesium and titanium are the metal types most widely applied
e realisation of lightweight structures. However, unlike steel,
inium and magnesium, the application of titanium is

errepresented in the literature considering aspects of life
e engineering.
lloying as well as different manufacturing routes allow the
isation of a wide range of mechanical properties with respect to
intended application [71]. Modaresi et al. quantify global

and refinement stage. While emissions per kilogramme for broadly
used engineering materials are at the lower end of the scale, the
market quantities make iron and aluminium the total largest
contributors of greenhouse gas emissions [73].

Two main steel manufacturing routes can be distinguished. The
blast furnace route (70% of world steel production) typically
operates with a significant share of scrap material (up to 35%). The
electric arc furnace route allows a major share of scrap material
content (up to 100%). Both routes could realise all relevant industry
products — thus their share of the regional market share is strongly
related to the available flows of primary and secondary materials
[74]. The World Steel Association, which represents approximately
85% of the world’s steel production, states that it aims to provide
up-to-date and consistent life cycle inventory data. So far, data for
16 steel products are available [75].

In steel manufacturing, alloying elements such as chromium,
nickel, manganese, silicon, and molybdenum influence properties
such as strength, corrosion resistance and formability as well as
trade-offs between these properties [71]. Innovations in
manufacturing process routes and alloying have led to a number
of high performance steels such as high strength steel (HSS) and
advanced high strength steel (AHSS), which have enabled a
decrease of product weight of products by reducing the sheet
metal thickness [30,76]. Kelly et al. calculated GHG emission
reductions for HSS and AHSS for different vehicle body and chassis
structures, showing the highest reduction of around 20 % for AHSS
applied to door frames [77]. Hardwick and Outteridge performed a
life cycle assessment on AHSS designs carrying molybdenum as an
alloy in comparison to conventional steel designs. For this specific
case, additional environmental impacts through the increased
share of molybdenum were compensated through advantages in
metal processing and the increase in mechanical performance [78].

3.1.1. Aluminium
With respect to the desired manufacturing process route, a

distinction is made between wrought and cast alloys for
aluminium. While wrought alloys enable higher strengths, cast
alloys allow the manufacturing of the near final shape of the
product. Major alloying elements include copper, silicon, magne-

 1
ted embodied carbon footprint, lightweight performance indicators and weight reduction potentials for lightweight materials in automotive applications.

htweight material Carbon footprint raw materials
extraction [kg CO2eq/kg)]

Lightweight performance indicators [1] Final component weight
(automotive case)

Static strength
(tensile)

Static longitudinal
stiffness (tensile)

Shear stiffness
(torsional)

Rm;i
giri

=
Rm;Steel

gSteelrSteel

Ei
giri

= ESteel
gSteelrSteel

Gi
giri

= GSteel
gSteelrSteel

el (low-alloyed) 2.2 (blast furnace) [62] 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
vanced) High-strength steel 2.8 (blast furnace) [62] 0.9 (HSS) [63,64]

0.7 (HSS) [65]
0.75–0.85 (AHSS) [63,66,67]

minium 9.7–18.3 (primary) [61,62] 1.67 0.97 0.94 0.5–0.6 [63–67]
gnesium 25.8 (pidgeon) [68] 1.93 0.97 1.00 0.35–0.5 [63–67]
P (glass fibre reinforced
olymers)

2.4 (30% GF) [57] 12.75 0.65 0.30 0.65–0.75 (non-specified)
[66,67]
Up to 0.4 (unidirectional) [63]

P (carbon fibre reinforced
olymers; PAN-based)

14.6 (29 vol% CF) [69] 5.75 3.00 1.05 0.4–0.5 (isotropic)
[63,64,66,67]
0.25–0.3 (unidirectional)
[64,70]

er reviews on the carbon footprint of fibre and matrix materials are provided in Refs. [57,58].
on benefits when introducing aluminium and steel light-
ht structures in vehicles on a large scale. They show that
erial substitution could cumulatively save between 9 and
igatonnes of CO2-eq globally by 2050. However, this only
ies if the complete technically feasible potential is realised, all
ndary mass savings are leveraged, and all countervailing
ts (e.g. increasing weight due to safety and comfort) are
ded [72]. Nuss and Eckelman contribute further with a
prehensive method to assess 63 different metals. Environ-
tal hotspots are shown to typically occur in the purification
ase cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
chnology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
sium, zinc and manganese. Since wrought alloys are mainly
manufactured from virgin materials or are part of a closed loop
recycling from production scrap, recycled aluminium alloys from
end-of-life products can typically only be used in casting [71].

The main hotspot in primary aluminium production is
electricity provision, contributing between 25% and 80% of overall
environmental impacts. In 2010, China was the largest producer of
primary aluminium, followed by Europe and North America. While
the global share of hydro power in electricity sources for
aluminium was about 41%, this number has been significantly
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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smaller for China, where coal has the largest share in power
generation [79]. Greenhouse gas emissions per kg of aluminium
produced can vary with a factor bigger than three, depending on
whether it was produced in Asia or Latin America, largely driven by
the availability and utilisation of hydropower [80].

Although LCA data is usually averaged across a country or
region, it is best to use emission factors associated with the
relevant energy sources (coal, gas, nuclear, hydro, wind, solar) used
to generate electricity to drive aluminium production. In their
study, Colett et al. investigated the difference between using an
average versus a refined emission factor in a specific situation and
calculated a specific factor of around 20 kg CO2-eq per kg
compared with 11 kg CO2-eq per kg in studies often quoting data
from the GREET Model [81]. This highlights one challenge for LCE:
Using predefined data and models as ‘black-boxes’ runs the risk of
not asking questions about data quality and model validation.

3.1.2. Magnesium
In the case of magnesium, four main process routes are

distinguished. One is the electrolysis route. Three alternative
thermal process routes are established, with the pidgeon process
being the most prevalent supply route on the market [82]. The
pidgeon process is one of the oldest and is widely used among
producers in China [83]. In 2011, Chinese production represented
more than 80% of the global supply [68,84] following a steady
increase [85]. Magnesium processing by the electrolysis route
typically shows lower environmental impacts for all relevant
impact categories compared to pidgeon processing. This results
from a higher process efficiency and lower impacts from the
applied energy mix for the electrolysis route [82]. The past few
years have shown a transition towards gas energy for Chinese
magnesium production [68,85]. A major effect on climate change
for alloying of magnesium can be observed by the application of
cover gases to prevent oxidation. The application of SF6 (global
warming potential of 23,900 kg CO2-eq per kg gas according to
IPCC) has fallen back in favour of HFC-134a (global warming
potential of 1430–3300 kg CO2-eq per kg gas) or SO2 (no GWP
impact, but impact on acidification potential) [68,82]. Tharumar-
ajah and Koltun studied the life cycle benefits to vehicles when
introducing magnesium engine blocks. Magnesium shows lower
environmental impacts in comparison to iron, aluminium and
compacted graphite iron references. However, this advantage
diminishes when applying pidgeon magnesium from China [86].

3.2. Fibre-reinforced polymer composites (FRPs)

FRPs combine properties of the constituting fibre and ma
components in such way that very high stiffness-to-weigh
strength-to-weight ratios can be achieved. Anderson et al. prov
a structured overview of key environmental- and social impact
composite production and manufacturing processes, which di
greatly amongst the available FRPs [87] (Fig. 9). Nevertheless
most composites the environmental impact of the manufactu
stage is an order of magnitude lower than the production impac
the constituting matrix and fibre materials.

3.2.1. Matrix materials
Thermoset resins, such as epoxy or polyester, are still 

dominant matrix materials. Nevertheless, thermoplastics such
polypropylene are considered alternative matrix materials du
shorter cycle times in manufacturing. Moreover, they provide
benefit of higher recyclability and often exhibit better imp
properties than their thermoset counterparts. However, therm
plastic matrix materials have a significantly higher viscosity du
processing, thus necessitating more expensive manufactu
equipment. In addition, the interfacial fibre/matrix bonds ten
be weaker [88]. Lyu and Choi review the state of the art of polym
applied in vehicles. Key properties that were considered incl
chemical resistance, temperature stability or aging behavi
[89]. Recently, bio-based matrix materials, such as polylactic a
(PLA), modified starch, polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs), and ep
dized linseed oil (ELO), are being considered in enginee
applications [57,90]. Some of these can be biodegraded [91], wh
may or may not be beneficial, depending on the application of
composite. Challenges of bio-based matrix materials incl
higher production cost and potential competition with the f
supply chain in sourcing feedstock. Second generation bio-ba
polymers sourced from side streams that do not compete with
feedstock, such as wheat gluten, are currently under developm
[92]. A review on greenhouse gas impacts of different ma
materials is provided by Duflou et al. [57].

3.2.2. Fibre materials and fibre-reinforced composites
Glass-, carbon, and aramid fibres are most commonly used 

to their high strength and stiffness. Production temperatu
which may reach up to around 1550 �C for glass fibres, 10
1400 �C for high-stiffness carbon fibres, and 1800–2000 �C
high-strength carbon fibres, however, lead to high ene
intensities of fibre production [57,69]. Carbon fibres have ma
been applied in aviation, but are now finding additional use in r
vehicles or sports equipment. Precursor fabrication larg
determines the material properties and final quality of the car
fibre. Moreover, it represents a major cost factor during produc
and has therefore been thoroughly investigated in recent ye
[93]. Mainka et al. focus on the replacement of the conventio
fossil-based polyacrylnitrile (PAN) precursor with lignin, t
enabling reduction of energy demands and cost [94]. 

stabilisation and carbonisation steps aim at maximising 

carbon yield from the fibre. To achieve the required car
content in the fibre, various chemical compounds (including H
NH3 and CH4) are removed in a carefully controlled ther
atmosphere [95,96].

Despite its energy intensive processing, carbon-fibre reinfor
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Fig. 9. Magnitude and range of environmental impacts (aggregated) for composite
production and manufacturing and relative impact of each stage for hand lay-up of
chopped glass fibre reinforced polyester [87].

Please cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
Technology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
structures tend to show similar or lower impacts in manufactu
when compared to aluminium structures, when taking 

account the weight reductions that can be achieved. Thi
explored in studies by Achternbosch et al. as well as Khalil e
[96,97]. By providing case studies on automotive compone
Witik et al. as well as Koffler point out potential environme
benefits of glass fibre reinforced composites, for the case
replacing a steel design while retaining mechanical functiona
[98,99]. Duflou et al. provide a comparison of a steel body-in-w
to an equivalent CFRP design. In the given case, a weight reduc
leads to lower fuel consumption. By calculating different scenar
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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environmental break-even point can be determined [57]. A
hical presentation supports the system understanding and
s to derive conclusions. A typical visualisation of the
ronmental performance of lightweight structures is the
esentation in break-even charts. These charts typically allow
asy comparison of two alternative designs with different life
e environmental impacts (see Fig. 10).

he importance of natural fibre composites is increasing, with
xpected global market of nearly USD 11 billion by 2024 driven
e automotive industry’s share of about one third of the market
]. Natural fibre materials that are increasingly used in
nical applications include flax (64% of the market), jute
), hemp (10%), and sisal (7%), with these market shares
ing good correlation with their mechanical properties
]. Meanwhile, the use of recycled cotton fibres is increasing
]. In addition to renewability, important drivers of natural fibre
are low cost and low density, with density values reaching as

 as 1.5 g/cm3 for some plant fibres as compared to around
/cm3 for glass fibres [101]. Natural fibres can compete with
s fibres especially on their stiffness-to-weight ratio, and less so
heir strength-to-weight ratio [103]. Moreover, natural fibre-
forced composites can exhibit damping properties superior to
 of glass fibres [104]. Drawbacks of natural fibres include their
ral variability of mechanical properties, processing tempera-

 limitations, worse interfacial fibre/matrix bonds and moisture
rption [102,105]. Alkali based treatments and the steam-based
lin process can be used to improve their performance in this
ect, yet both come with a non-negligible increase in
ronmental impact [102].

 generalized comparison of the performance of natural fibre
posites to glass fibre composites remains cumbersome due to

 research questions regarding service life and adequate
acement ratios between flax-FRP and glass-FRP [103]. Espe-
y when this leads to a premature end-of-life for an entire
em, the environmental impact increases drastically. This adds
nvironmental concerns for NFRPs regarding emissions of
gen and phosphorus to waterways over large areas of arable-
, which are caused by the farming of natural fibres. Boland
l. examine the changes in environmental impact when

replacing glass fibres with kenaf or natural cellulose in automotive
applications [106]. While the manufacturing energy demands of all
alternatives are in a similar range, the natural fibre composites are
lighter and thus show benefits over the life cycle. Besides
greenhouse gas emissions, the importance of discussing the
biogenic carbon storage of natural fibres is highlighted [106].

Self-reinforcing composites (SRCs) are a novel category of
composites that consist of both fibre and matrix of the same
polymer [88,107]. In particular, SRCs that comprise a polypropyl-
ene matrix reinforced with highly oriented propylene fibres are
commercially available. SRCs do not only exhibit increased stiffness
compared to the matrix material, but also improved strength and
impact performance — even outperforming carbon FRPs and glass
FRPs with respect to the latter criterion. This can be attributed to
the obvious chemical compatibility between fibre and matrix
[88]. Delogu et al. present a comprehensive assessment on hollow
glass microspheres as reinforcement to replace talc fillers. Using
the example of an automotive dashboard, the trade-off is discussed
between the impact categories that are dominated by influences
from the manufacturing- and the use stage [108].

3.3. Life cycle oriented engineering tools for material selection

Ashby introduces a generic and widely applied approach to
support material selection and to facilitate the realisation of
lightweight structures considering mechanical, economic and
environmental properties [109,110]. In this approach, constraints
serve as a measure to exclude certain materials. Target functions
enable the selection of an optimal material that fulfils all set
constraints. As proposed by Jahan et al., material selection should
encompass material properties, a holistic view on economic and
environmental considerations, the processing of materials, effects
from producing large quantities as well as future raw materials
accessibility [111]. Table 2provides an overview of 16 identified
material selection methods in the context of LCE of lightweight
structures. In addition, a narrowed-down evaluation with respect
to the scope of interest is provided.

One focus in developing methods has been set on specific
application fields, e.g. addressing the complexity in evaluating
vehicle structures. Another focus lies on methods enabling a
selection of specific materials or material families. An additional
perspective is the interdisciplinary consideration of form and
topology when introducing structures that apply new materials.
For instance, the availability and geometry of installation space
limit certain options from a design perspective [112]. In addition to
such categorisations, further technical requirements may be
included, such as behaviour under thermal stress. The simulta-
neous assessment of environmental impacts and cost enables an
evaluation in terms of eco-efficient material selection. A large
number of methods targets automotive applications. A transfer to
other applications might be possible, but is not provided by the
analysed literature. The focused materials are distributed equally
across the literature, but only three publications contained a
comparative study of metals, FRPs and hybrid materials. Most
methods did consider form and topology. However, four studies

0. Total life cycle impact of a carbon fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) body-in-
 (BIW) compared to a conventional steel BIW [57].

 2
ification of methods supporting a life cycle oriented material selection.

lication Generic [113,114] Automotive [63,115–126]

ressed materials FRPs Metals Hybrid All

[113,114,116,125,126] [63,119–121,124,125] [63,115] [117–119,123]
m/topology Generic Optimisation Consideration of installation space No focus

[113,114,124,126] [115,116,118,119,121–123] [115,116,118,119,121–124] [63,125,126]
ressed life cycle stages Raw materials Manufacturing Use End-of-life

[63,111–116,119,120,123–126] [63,111–114,116,119,120,123–126] [63,115,116,118–120,122,125,126] [63,113,115,118–123,125,126]
act categories Aggregated GWP CED Further impacts

[111,114,116,119] [63,112,115,119,120,125,126] [63,112,114,125,126] [113,121,126]
essment of cost Yes

[114,115,117,118,120,122,123,126]

ase cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle engineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
chnology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
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relied on generic approaches that might reach their limits in
complex applications. Out of the 16 methods studied, only three
considered impact categories other than GWP, the cumulative
energy demand or aggregated approaches.

4. Manufacturing of lightweight structures

The introduction of lightweight structures triggers the im-
provement of existing and development of new manufacturing
processes. In terms of LCE, those production technologies need to
comply with economic and quality targets as well as environmen-
tal requirements, as discussed in the following sections.

4.1. Developments in metal- and FRP process chains for
manufacturing of lightweight structures

The manufacturing of lightweight structures needs to meet
future demands in the automotive-, aerospace- and other
industries. A key challenge in large volume production of
lightweight composites and hybrid structures lies in the reduction
of cycle times [127]. Process routes for structural components
include well-established production steps, e.g. deep drawing,
stamping or die-casting. Research efforts focus on improving and
recombining existing routes and developing new processes.

An evolutionary development in metal stamping is the
application of tailored blanks, which feature local variations of
sheet thickness and thus result in increased material efficiency
[32,128]. Ingarao et al. stress the importance of temperature effects
when processing lightweight metals. Higher temperatures
improve formability and enable a reduction of forces required
for forming. In the case of high strength and ultra-high strength
steels, force limits may be reached and result in the need for high
power machinery due to greater dimensional deviations when
forming such steels [129]. One example is the hot-stamping of
steels [130] in modern vehicle manufacturing. Raugei et al.
performed a study to assess the environmental impacts of a novel
sheet metal forming process (solution heat treatment, forming and
in-die quenching (HFQ)) [131]. HFQ allows the forming of large
sheet metal parts without the need for extraneous rivets or other
bonding techniques. In comparison to a conventional scenario
assembling smaller parts with a total of 360 steel rivets, it could be
observed that the additional energy required for the HFQ process is
more than balanced by the ensuing benefits in terms of enhanced
end-of-life recyclability [131].

Combining conventional techniques enables the production of
hybrid structures. Thermoforming of FRP sheets, for instance,
shows similarities to hot stamping [132]. A hybrid process of sheet
metal forming and injection moulding enables energy demand
reduction by 20% compared to the reference process chain [133]. A
further example of realising lightweight structures from metals
and plastics is hydroforming of metals that can be applied to sheet
and tubular structures and might be combined with injection
moulding [134]. At a lower technology readiness level (TRL),
incremental sheet forming is under development in the processing
of lightweight alloys. According to a study by Ingarao et al., energy
efficiency can be and material efficiency might be improved using
this process [135]. Other approaches include hot temperature
treatment [136].

Depending on the geometry and material of the final product,

expected to reduce the energy demand [138]. Resin tran
moulding is known for its flexibility regarding part geomet
and process variations. Applying higher pressures can be use
speed up impregnation of the fabric under vacuum conditi
[127]. Hohmann et al. studied carbon fibre reinforced pla
processing with resin transfer moulding and revealed influe
ing parameters on the energy demand of the process. T
found part size and thickness to be the main drivers of ene
consumption [139]. Injection moulding excels due to 

applicability to series production, as opposed to other comp
ite part production techniques. Furthermore, it provides
opportunity for using recycled fibres. Short fibres are u
predominantly in the process, but long fibres can be emplo
as well [127]. Furthermore, hybrid components elicit 

development of joining technologies, which potentially p
challenges to the recycling activities in the end-of-life stag
products [137].

Automating textile preforming processes is a necessary s
towards the series production of composite parts, as it enables
tailoring of individual product properties to the load-p
determined by external forces and product geom
[137,140,141], leading to lighter components. Textile proce
also play a role in closing the material loop by processing recyc
materials to short fibre preforms [127].

Another lever is the reduction of production waste, wh
accounts for the largest share of overall CFRP waste [142]. The la
fraction of production scrap (25–30%) obstructs the use
organosheets based on woven fabrics to manufacture FRP p
[143]. Leveraging benefits of unidirectional fibre-reinforced ta
as a substitute for organosheets, Kropka et al. developed a conc
for a high-speed tape laying machine, which shows promis
results regarding cycle time and scrap rate [143]. Brecher e
improved the cost- and eco-efficiency of a high-speed t
placement operation for flat plates. However, in order to f
quality requirements, tape laying speed should be varied
accordance with subsequent process steps [144].

4.2. Additive manufacturing

The topological optimisation of lightweight compone
might result in part geometries such as lattice structures t
cannot be manufactured by subtractive processes. Addi
manufacturing (AM) can be one way to exploit the we
reduction potential of such structures. While resource efficie
could increase through the manufacturing of near-net sh
products, additive manufacturing might be more energy inten
than conventional machining processes [145]. According t
study by Kellens et al., additive manufacturing shows envir
mental benefits only if the manufactured products offset 

higher environmental burden by enabling additional functio
improvements in the use stage. They conclude that the use of 

printed lightweight parts is more likely to be beneficia
aerospace and railway applications than in the automo
industry when considering the full product life c
[146,147]. Huang et al. estimate the environmental effects
AM on the aerospace sector while including engineering crite
inventory data, the fleet stock, and fuel use models. In an id
scenario, fleet-wide life cycle primary energy savings might re
70–173 million GJ/year by 2050. In addition, relevant stock
ved
 al.
rce
stly
not
sed

 by
ter-
e to
ting
various production technologies are involved in making FRPs. A
main influencing factor on the process is the choice of the matrix
material. FRPs with a thermoplastic matrix are processed at
higher temperatures than thermoset-based FRPs, but show
better processing properties [127]. Furthermore, thermoplastic
matrix composites show advantages in recycling of production
scrap [137]. Filament winding processes are primarily used to
produce rotationally symmetrical composite parts. Pultrusion is
applied to produce open shape and hollow continuous profiles
[127]. Tempering the shaping die is the main driver of energy
consumption. Therefore, optimising the heating system is
Please cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
Technology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
aluminium, titanium and nickel alloys could be potentially sa
[148]. With regard to further research demands, Kellens et
conclude in another study that “[ . . . ] LCI data on resou
consumption and direct or indirect process emissions are mo
not available, [ . . . ] AM feedstock production processes are 

well documented [and] the higher environmental impact cau
during the AM manufacturing stage should be compensated
functional improvements [ . . . ].”[146]. On a process level, Lut
Günther et al., Gebbe et al. as well as Kellens et al. contribut
the quantification of resource efficiency of laser beam mel
and selective laser sintering. [149–151]
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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Life cycle oriented engineering tools in manufacturing

 major challenge in manufacturing lightweight structures is
dequate planning of process chains incorporating new process
nologies and their integration into factory environments.
nemann et al. introduce a multi-level simulation framework
anufacturing lightweight components. Various sub-models
product, machine, process chain and technical building
ices) are connected and applied to predict performance
cators during manufacturing, depending on product charac-
tics [152]. Ribeiro et al., Fanghänel et al., as well as Lindner and
itt developed integrated analytical approaches for planning
ess chains with regard to economic, environmental and
tional performance dimensions. Modelling on a process level
les the prediction of impacts of certain process chain [153–
. Le Duigou et al. focus on a closed loop design methodology for
als instead, aiming at increasing the recycled aluminium
ent in the final part [121].

se stage and integration of background system(s)

he impact of a lightweight structure on a product’s use stage
ngly depends on its purpose and use scenarios. Lightweight
ctures that are applied to a mobile product affect the required
tic energy to move that product. Such effects are called
ary effects. Indirect or secondary effects are those changes

 result from an adapted design and dimensioning through the
ction of weight (lightweight lever D). While lightweight
ctures are a means to achieve such virtuous cycles, they often

 come with higher environmental impacts in stages other than
use stage. Thus, lightweight structures need to be evaluated in
E context as suggested by Fig. 11.

Automotive

n automotive structures, the energy demand of the use stage
lts from the work it takes to produce vehicle movement and to
fy auxiliary demands, e.g. for air conditioning. The total work
ehicle movement is an integral of the traction force over a
ain distance divided by the drivetrain efficiency. Drag force,
e to overcome rolling resistance, elevation force and accelera-

 force sum up to the total driving force [157]. While the vehicle

course, energy savings in the use stage are evaluated via so-called
Fuel Reduction Values (FRV), and in the case of electrified drivetrains,
Energy Reduction Values (ERV). These indicators single out the effect
of a lightweight structure on the energy demand in the use stage.
Hence, there is a direct link between environmental assessment and
an engineering property, i.e. component weight. A typical scenario is
the assessment of energy demands in standardised test procedures
or driving cycles. In driving cycles, the elevation force is usually
neglected [157,158]. Typical test procedures in the lab environment
are the NEDC (New European Driving Cycle), the US Federal Test
Procedure (FTP), applied by the EPA, or the recently introduced
Worldwide Harmonized Test Procedure (WLTP). In most markets,
results from standardized test procedures are applied to determine
greenhouse gas emissions that are the foundation for regulations or
taxes [160]. InEurope, the assessmentof realdrivingemissions (RDE)
has been introduced in order to determine pollutants from ICE
vehicles [161].

As reviewed from different studies by Pandian et al., vehicle size
and weight influence the fuel use, which as a result increases the CO2

emissions [162]. There might be a relation of other pollutants to
vehicle weight, e.g. regarding particulate matter and nitrous oxides
for diesel engines, but these are also strongly determined by other
factors like the engine type, the applied exhaust gas treatment or the
driving situation [162,163]. However, non-exhaust particle emis-
sions, such as tire wear, increase with vehicle weight [162].

Several research studies have been published on physics-based
approaches to determine mass-induced effects on a vehicles’ fuel
consumption [65,157,158,161,164–166]. One important factor is the
evaluation of drivetrain efficiencies to derive the relation between
energy intake and output. For combustion engines, Willans-lines
display this relation for certain rpm levels (see Fig. 12). They can be
derived from the measured values of an engine characteristic
graph [157]. Based on the findings by Koffler and Rohde-
Brandenburger, a linear relation between fuel consumption and
power output can be assumed for low rpm and low power output
levels, as those are typical for standardized test procedures. Thus, a
small difference in power output, as for example induced by
replacing one component by a lighter structure, leads to a linear
decrease in fuel consumption [157]. However, this approach is
limited to primary mass savings.

Electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid drivetrains pose special

Fig. 11. Environmentally acceptable lightweight construction [156].

Fig. 12. Willans lines and resulting trendlines of a 1.4 L turbocharged gasoline
engine (90 kW) for low output and low rpm [157].
s does not influence the drag force, all other forces depend on
vehicle mass. That includes acceleration forces, rolling forces,
ation force and mechanical losses in the drivetrain [158]. Kim
. review 43 studies regarding main parameters influencing the
cycle energy and GHG benefits for lightweight vehicles
. This includes a review of average weight reductions as well
verage driving distances. Weymar et al. provide a stochastic
oach for determining average driving distances per vehicle
s using Germany as an example [159].
n order to quantify the effects of lightweight structures on the
tage, theyare typicallycomparedto a referencestructure. Inthat
ase cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
chnology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
challenges in the assessment of mass-induced effects on environ-
mental impacts. Unlike most conventional vehicles, energy
recovery occurs during deceleration stages [167]. The amount of
reclaimed energy during braking influences the mass-related
energy demands and thus requires a more sophisticated analytical
approach. A review of standardized test procedures for EVs shows
the relation between vehicle mass and energy demand that is
around 5.6 Wh/km per 100 kg of additional weight [168]. The
scenario gets even more complex for hybrid drivetrains, as driving
modes need to be considered to determine use stage emissions. In
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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comparison to conventional drivetrains, LCA studies calculating
use stage energy demands of EVs show a large variety of
parameters influencing powertrain efficiency [22,167,169–
172]. Furthermore, the background system for vehicle operation
influences the environmental impacts of electric vehicles signifi-
cantly. Egede provides a framework to consider influencing factors
on the energy demand during the electric vehicle use stage [173],
elaborated in Ref. [8]. With regard to lightweight structures, the
approach supports analysing and evaluating the interdependen-
cies of the foreground and background system. Fig. 13 shows a
break-even analysis of global warming potential taking into
account raw materials, manufacturing and use stage. Thereby,
raw materials and manufacturing impacts are set into relation of
the GHG-emissions resulting from electricity generation for energy
to charge an electric vehicle. Taking Germany as an example the
CO2-eq intensity, depending on the electricity mix, was reported
with 527 gCO2-eq per kWh for 2016 by the German Environment
Agency. Consequently, the break-even point for replacing conven-
tional steel with HSS is at about 90,000 km, whereas the break-
even point for magnesium is at around 450,000 km. In such a way,
the chart supports the development of general knowledge and
recommendations. With an increasing share of renewable energy
sourced electricity being used for charging electric vehicles, the
environmental benefit of lightweight design by materials
decreases. However, secondary effects arising from the battery
size as well as from the application of renewable energy during
material extraction and manufacturing are not considered in the
graph. In addition, like conventional break-even charts, the
visualisation is generally limited to one environmental indicator
or impact category. Thus, this visualisation has limitations with
respect to understanding problem shifting between different
environmental impact categories.

Further studies with a focus on trade-offs between environmen-
tal impacts from raw materials, manufacturing and primary effects
on the use stage of automotive lightweight structures focus on steel-
intensive car bodies [174] as well as composites and hybrid materials
in ICE- and electric vehicles [175]. For EVs, only for two out of six
studied lightweight components that had been designed within a
research project, additional GWP burdens from raw materials and
manufacturing could be compensated during the use stage [175].

broader model of the vehicle structure and solution space
relevant redesigns [165]. Depending on the regarded veh
subsystems, secondary mass savings range between 0.12 

0.77 kg per kg of primary weight saving. According to Refs. [1
and [178], adaptions in gear ratio and displacement to main
driving performance after decreasing weight could double 

achievable fuel reduction for ICEs in the standardized NEDC t
Delogu and Del Pero et al. derive primary and secondary impro
ments in the use stage for different vehicle classes and 

procedures for both gasoline and diesel vehicles [161,164]. H
et al. as well as Lewis et al. provide a comparison of effects f
decreasing weight on battery electric vehicles and conventio
vehicles using a physical modelling approach [170,179].

González Palencia et al. performed several studies on 

impact of lightweight structures on vehicle fleets. In the cas
light duty fleets, the impact of lightweight structures is seen 

subordinate measure in comparison to the introduction of 

emission drivetrains [180]. Due to lower fuel consumpt
lightweight vehicles might accelerate the diffusion of fuel 

and battery electric vehicles. This would lower the requireme
for a new infrastructure for power generation and hydro
production, enabling faster market diffusion [181,182].

5.2. Aerospace

The International Civil Aviation Organization ICAO compreh
sively assessed the environmental impact of the aviation se
[183]. Lopes [184] performed an LCA of an aircraft model Air
A330-200. In his research, he presents a relatively complete
cycle inventory regarding the materials required to manufact
the aircraft. A similar study is provided by Timmis et al. [46]. 

authors analysed the introduction of CFRP within the avia
sector to reduce aircraft fuel consumption. They suggest that
application of composite materials, primarily CFRPs, can cont
ute to a reduction of the aircraft weight of about 20% compare
an aluminium alloy structure. Applying the LCA methodolog
business-as-usual scenario for 2015 and a lightweight scenario
2050 were compared. A 14–15% CO2 emission reduction 

estimated for the 2050 lightweight scenario compared to 

2015 business-as-usual scenario. Achternbosch et al. show th
weight reduction of 30% could be achieved when substitu
aluminium with CFRP for an airplane body structure. However, 

savings in service life time only decreased by 4 % as only the b
was adapted [96]. Studies analysing the cost and environme
impact of introducing alternative propulsion systems (electric 

hybrid systems) within the aviation industry are scarce. Johann
studied electric and hydrogen powered aircrafts, focusing on
evaluation of the potential amount of energy required by eac
the technologies without considering the production of essen
components such as the battery system [185].

Kara et al. performed a comparative life cycle assessment o
aircraft component produced from titanium and CFRP. 

cumulative energy demand (in that case referred to as embod
energy) during the entire life cycle in different operation scena
(20,000 flights) has been determined. CFRP components perfo
slightly better, when aircraft fuel consumption is included in
system boundary and perform worse when it is excluded [18

5.3. Machine tools

Fig. 13. GWP break-even analysis between raw materials, manufacturing and use
stage of electric vehicles for different material substitution scenarios when
replacing conventional steel [8].
the
 in
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Luk et al. provide a comprehensive review on methods enabling
life cycle assessment of lightweight structures with respect to
different powertrains. They identify a detailed understanding of
primary and secondary effects to be crucial for deriving robust
decisions on the environmental impacts of lightweight structures
[176]. Secondary effects of lightweight structures encompass all
weight reductions that are enabled as a follow-up measure in the
course of executing a lightweight strategy. The assessment of
secondary effects requires a deep system understanding of the
respective product, as shown for example by Luedeke et al.
[177]. Alonso et al. assess secondary weight savings based on a
Please cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
Technology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
In comparison to automotive and aerospace applications, 

evaluation of use stage benefits for lightweight structures
manufacturing shows both similarities and differences. Simila
transport, lightweight structures enable an increase of ene
efficiency when applied to moveable structures [27]. Examples
shown by Kussmaul et al. for the introduction of CFRPs in struct
machine elements [50] or by Bischoff et al. for the case o
lightweight robot arm [49]. According to Kroll et al., primary 

secondary effects can be distinguished [27]. Fig. 14 shows poten
effects on machine tool servo drives.
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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Te
otential efficiency gains in the use stage could compensate
erial and manufacturing related impacts during a machine’s
ime. Similar to vehicle structures, the effects of weight
ction on energy demands in the use stage are determined
ssessing the influence of mass on machine loads. Kroll et al.

 the load dependent decrease of energy losses from a lower
ht. The x-stand of a 5-axis milling centre serves as a sample
. As the x-stand is connected to the machine bed, only the x-

 itself benefits from weight reduction. By reducing the moving
s through topological optimisation and material substitution,
trical energy losses of installed servo drives could be reduced
6–47%, depending on the feed and acceleration levels. A weight
ction of 29% moving mass compared to the original design of
x-stand was achieved [27].

nd-of-life and recycling of lightweight structures

nd-of-life treatment – incorporating reuse, remanufacturing
recycling into the life cycle – is an important environmental
act mitigation strategy. End-of-life treatment enables products
aterials to be recirculated into the production stream and
equently to a secondary use stage. Hence, primary material
uction decreases. Lower embodied energy of the secondary
ucts or materials leads to a decrease of environmental impacts
]. This is true for average secondary material flows that go
ugh multiple use cycles. However, virgin material needs to be
essed first in order to generate secondary material flows in
ired quantities. For example, primary aluminium requires a
ific production energy of 93 MJ/kg, while secondary alumini-
only requires 6 MJ/kg [188]. In addition, disposal can be
ced through the recirculation of secondary materials and
efore the necessity of landfilling diminishes [187].
he collection and reprocessing of materials causes environ-
tal impacts, such as the energy required to separate materials
]. The use of hybrid materials to achieve lightweight
ctures, such as fibre-/textile composites or multi-material
ctures that apply joining technologies to combine different
erials on a component level, can also inhibit recycling
,190]. Composites and multi-material structures are also more
cult to be separated with existing disassembly and recycling
nologies. Therefore, the material recovery rate and the quality
e recycled material will potentially decrease and more waste

should be recycled (the rest may be incinerated with energy
recovery, for example) [191]. As shown in Fig.16, using the example
of a substitution from an aluminium reference to a magnesium
structure in a vehicle, recycling rates at the end-of-life for a
lightweight structure significantly influence the environmental
performance of that structure over its life cycle. Low recycling rates
could neutralize use stage benefits for GHG emissions gained
through the reduction of weight [192]. However, for an entire
vehicle, the contribution of the end-of-life stage to its overall
environmental impact is comparatively low. Thus, potential trade-
offs between life cycle stages need to be evaluated [193].

Considering these developments, new challenges in the
engineering of the lightweight structures emerge. In the case of
vehicles, the state-of-the-art in industrialized countries is repre-
sented by open and closed loop recycling by shredding, sorting and
separation [194]. From a technological perspective, lightweight
structures demand the development of new end-of-life processes,
such as the separation of multi-material structures [189] or the
large-scale treatment of new materials like fibre-reinforced
plastics [142,195]. Most studies to date exclusively tackle the
material recycling of lightweight structures, while reuse and
remanufacturing are typically excluded [196]. From a business
perspective, opportunities for economically viable applications of
secondary materials need to be identified. In the case of new

4. Summary of the effects of lightweight design measures on the energy
ency of machine tool servo drives [27]. Fig. 15. Balancing loop of CO2 emissions impact and reinforcing loop of waste

produced [33].

Fig. 16. Relative influences of different recycling rates on the environmental life
cycle balance of a vehicle magnesium component compared to an aluminium
reference with 90% recycling rate [192].
 be generated in the end. Fig. 15 shows an influence diagram
 illustrates these interdependencies. Multi-material structures

 vehicles to be designed with less weight and therefore lower
ronmental impacts during the use phase (balancing loop).
ever, the introduction of multi-material structures can have
tive effects on the recycling efficiency and lead to more waste
additional environmental impacts (reinforcing loop).
ecycling efforts might also help to achieve compliance with
lative targets. For example, the European directive on end-of-
vehicles (ELV) dictates that at least 95% of the mass of end-of-
vehicles should be reused and recovered, and at least 85%
ase cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
chnology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
materials, carbon fibre recycling by pyrolysis can save up to 90% of
the energy required to produce virgin material [197]. However, this
only holds for a high quality secondary material that allows the
replacement of virgin material. Matrix material is lost during the
process. As stated by Geyer et al., the environmental impact of
recycling is determined by evaluating the efforts of recycling in
relation to the actual avoided landfill and avoided primary
production for the secondary application [187]. As presented by
Soo et al., a delay in environmental impacts and resulting trade-
offs is observed between life cycle stages ([33], see Fig. 15). Thus,
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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quality considerations of recycled materials as well as temporal
effects regarding material stocks need to be considered.

6.1. Quality losses in recycling

The mixing or contamination of materials to be recycled leads to
the aforementioned challenge of downcycling, which “ . . . can be
defined as the reprocessing of EOL waste into products of inferior
quality, compared to the primary material . . . ” [198]. Especially
non-metals, such as minerals from construction, and plastics from
most technical products, are not recycled in such a way that the
output material can offer the functionality and properties of
primary materials [198]. Even metals are often downcycled. For
instance, aluminium is used as an alloy containing silicon, copper
or zinc. When remelting the aluminium alloy, these elements
cannot easily be controlled, leading to cast alloys of lower quality
that cannot be used in the original lightweight structure
application [199]. Downcycling also happens for steel. Ohno
et al. discuss obstacles in the sorting of steel qualities and recycling
with regard to the recovery of elements. Overcoming these
obstacles could reduce primary material production considerably.
For instance, a Japanese-focused case showed that improved
sorting could lead to a recovery of 8.2% of the total market demand
of alloyed material [200,201].

6.1.1. Impact of new joining techniques
When introducing new materials or increasing the material

variety, new joining technologies can enable the combination of
different materials. In the case of lightweight vehicle structures,
this could encompass adhesive bonding [202] or new forms of
mechanical joining [203]. In the case of structural elements, a good
mechanical performance of joints enables certain use applications,
but coincidently hinders separation at the end-of-life. This effect
influences the economic feasibility of recycling as discussed by
Sakundarini et al. [118]. In some cases, further materials are
introduced through new joining techniques [189]. One example is
the application of rivets when joining metals and FRPs [127]. A
decrease of actual recycling rates further occurs from an increasing
variety of different joints applied. Table 3 provides an overview of

joining techniques for vehicles between different metals, polyp
pylene and CFRPs [189].

6.1.2. Metals
In the case of steel, recycling is a vital part of the global sup

chain: approximately one third of the annual steel produc
originates from recycling [204]. Yet, many impurities enter s
waste flows in recycling routes during electric arc furnace (E
remelting processes. Without proper sorting, the degree of car
or aluminium introduction in the EAF step may create obstacles
steel recycling, as the flow of unintentionally recycled alloy
elements represents between 7 and 8% of the world’s annual 

consumption [200]. Ohno et al. [201] point out the poten
environmental and economic benefits of sorting steel qualitie
end-of-life vehicles.

Aluminium experiences open loop recycling with a casc
recycling approach. This relates to the loss of inherent proper
and the necessity for an impurity dilution step with prim
materials. In general, secondary aluminium has a higher sili
content that is acceptable for application to casting produ
[71]. However, aluminium from recycling post-use scrap
typically not applied in structural components. Improvement
the sorting of aluminium alloys from end-of-life vehicles to ena
a secondary use as a replacement for primary wrought material
been discussed by Paraveskas et al. as well as Cui et
[199,205]. Preserving the quality of the scrap streams 

compositionally closed recycling loops can offer signific
environmental benefits [199], but only at considerable logist
and economic cost. Solid state recycling can reduce quality rela
losses compared with smelting processes, while also leading
enhanced mechanical properties [206]. The sorting of magnes
from end-of-life scrap is possible using different technologies,
economic incentives are lacking to introduce them to the mar
Thus, magnesium usually serves as an additive for a second
aluminium alloy. Further applications of secondary magnes
include the desulfurisation of steel as well as the production
non-structural products [192].

6.1.3. Fibre-reinforced plastics
Fibre reinforced plastics usually undergo severe quality lo

in recycling. Paints and metallic inserts create complex structu
that pose challenges to the recycling processes. In addition, a la
heterogeneity in composition between materials is observed. T
complicates collection and separation [207]. Another b
challenge is the liberation of homogeneous particles from 

composite material. Composite recycling is hindered both by
fibre and other types of reinforcement, and by matrix or binder
particular the thermoset type [208].

In the case of glass fibre, mechanical recycling can be perform
at an industrial scale [209]. Recyclates are usually short fibre
powder in contrast to clean, long virgin fibres. This applie
carbon fibres as well. Mechanical recycling processes resul
shortened fibre length and reduced mechanical properties, 

strength and strain properties, so that recycled carbon fibres
only available for lower value applications compared to vi
fibres [207,209–212]. Due to the higher value of carbon fibres, m
complex recycling processes can be applied. Pyrolysis [142] 

fluidised bed methods [213] show promising results in term
achieving quality targets in carbon fibre recycling. According

Table 3
Multi-material joining techniques in automotive applications [189].
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reports from industry, 5–10% of the energy required for virgin fi

production is required for the recovery of CFRP waste [197]. L
mechanical recycling, these methods also suffer from the 

quality of recycled carbon fibres due to insufficient sur
properties [142,196]. On the other hand, quality conditions
recycled carbon fibre strongly correlate with pyrolysis conditi
Small-scale processes usually result in recovery of more than 

of original stiffness and 90% of original strength, allowing usag
recycled fibres in structural applications [196]. Longana et al. h
proposed the High Performance Discontinuous Fibre (HiPerD
method, which permits production of aligned short fi
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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posites in multiple loops while retaining mechanical proper-
[212]. Other technologies under development for fibre-

forced composites include high voltage fragmentation [214],
olysis, solvolysis using supercritical water [215], and biotech-
gical processes [195]. The state of research in the recycling of
-reinforced plastics has been addressed in several publications
,207,208,216–218]. Suitable applications for secondary mate-

 from various recycling routes exist. However an economically
ible setup of manufacturing value chains based on secondary
posite materials requires significant future research [142].

System expansion

he recycling of engineering materials for lightweight structures
ht show challenges with regard to a larger industrial scale. This
erns overall recycling rates as well as temporal and spatial
lability of secondary material streams for secondary applica-
s. While metals such as aluminium can be recycled many times,
average recycling rate in the United States during 1972 to
7 was, on average, only 25% [219]. There is ample evidence from
nd the world that many recyclable materials have not been
cled to their ultimate potential. Furthermore, the economics of
aminant removal usually lead to downcycling of the materials

 as the specialized metal alloys used in lightweight structures
]. Consequently, it should be expected that even once
weight materials become available for recycling, it is unlikely

 new lightweight structures will be manufactured by recycling
arded lightweight structures unless large economic investments
made, e.g. to create separate collection and production
structures to avoid material mixing and contamination [220].
ven if all lightweightstructures couldbe producedfromrecycled
erial, the availability of recycled material will lag behind
uction needs for decades to come. For example, CFRP is
ently undergoing a dramatic increase in demand. Adopting a
down approach to consider input and output flows for a specific
od and system boundary, and a bottom-up approach to measure
ccupationof CFRP in the commercial aeronauticsector, Lefeuvre
l. anticipate the use stocks of CFRP. Only 34 tons of CFRP are
ated to be available for recycling from a total amount of
illion tons in 2050. For the year 2015, the numbers are 13 tons of

 fromatotal amountof125tons[221]. Inghels etal. contributeto
hod development with a system dynamics approach to estimate
omposition, amount and life span of end-of-life vehicles [222].

Based on a detailed life cycle and material model, Kim et al.
studied life cycle greenhouse gas emissions from producing
lightweight vehicles using aluminium and high strength steel
with respect to recycling systems. Compared to a baseline vehicle
made from low-alloyed steel, different lightweight scenarios (6%,
11% and 23% weight reduction compared to a reference passenger
vehicle) based on the introduction of aluminium from primary and
secondary sources are discussed. Fig. 17 shows that if aluminium
material production does not increase over time, a vehicle with a
major weight reduction (23%) would need to be driven for four to
ten years before the production emissions are offset by lower fuel
consumption. If material production impacts increase, then the
system-level payback times can extend significantly beyond ten
years, e.g. if the aluminium is made from a high emissions source
[62]. Such factors demonstrate the urgency of achieving low
emissions in production and high recycling rates without down-
cycling. If the same lightweight vehicle could be produced with
purely recycled materials, the greenhouse gas payback is well less
than a year (see Fig. 17) [62].

6.3. Life cycle oriented engineering tools in end-of-life

LCE supports the analysis of end-of-life of lightweight
structures in numerous dimensions. In terms of goal and scope
definition, Frees et al. investigate the crediting of aluminium
regarding the replacement of primary or secondary materials with
respect to demand and disposal rates [223]. As for inventory
building, Shuaib et al. as well as Howarth et al. contribute to the
assessment of energy demands of different recycling methods
[209,210,214]. Rybicka et al. classifiy manufacturing waste and
provide a method of systematic data gathering of composite waste
from manufacturing [224]. Gala et al. discuss an approach
promoting a mixture of virgin and recycled materials and
considering the change in material properties while undergoing
recycling processes [225]. Liu et al. review available models and
optimisation techniques in composite recycling, for example by
linking product and process models as well as secondary
applications [216]. Castro et al. analyse the influence of thermo-
dynamic constraints when recycling different metals [226]. Kei-
vanpour et al. contribute a description of special boundary
conditions and business perspectives in aircraft recycling. An
optimisation framework targeting managerial decisions such as
global logistics, network structure, dismantling strategies, perfor-
mance management, and management of the value chain is
presented [227]. The work of Dong et al. seeks understanding of the
influence of aerospace CFRP waste flows [228]. In terms of
supporting engineering activities, Sakundarini et al. provide a
material selection approach incorporating the challenges of
recyclability when designing multi-material structures (see
[118]). Le Duigou focuses on methods to optimise the application
of secondary aluminium [121]. Pompidou et al. elaborate on
methods to foster a collaboration between product-related
engineering and the recycling industry [229].

7. Future research directions

Making products lighter can improve product performance and
reduce cost while showing the potential to reduce energy and
17. Cumulative greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions payback from different
inium lightweight scenarios (6 %, 11 %, 23 % weight reduction) for vehicles
ared to a steel-intensive vehicle (baseline scenario) [62].

ase cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
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resource consumption. However, lighter products do not always go
hand in hand with lower environmental impacts. Recent research
calls for a stronger definition of sustainability while considering
the absolute boundaries of the earth’s life support system
[2]. Therefore, life cycle engineering has to refocus and return to
its starting point, where it was driven by environmental concerns.
LCA is already a well-established method to assess environmental
impacts. Further research and development of the LCA methodol-
ogy, models and data is ongoing. This paper has discussed life cycle
engineering of lightweight structures based on LCA and reviews
numerous studies within different fields of application. With
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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respect to the life cycle stages, the following future research
directions can be identified:

� Extraction and production of lightweight materials: The review
shows that applications in the automotive industry dominate
today’s literature. A wide variety of LCE studies look at
established metals, e.g. steel, aluminium, magnesium and
fibre-reinforced materials. Less work has been identified for
other lightweight metals such as titanium as well as for multi-
material structures combining different metals and plastics. The
data presented in these papers is often case specific and based on
various assumptions that are not always documented. Thus,
further emphasis should be given to developing life cycle
inventory data for a wider range of lightweight materials.
Depending on ore grade, production routes and technological
maturity, the extraction and production of lightweight materials
may be energy-intensive. As the share of renewable energies and
process efficiencies in materials production increases, environ-
mental impacts can differ significantly over time and geographic
regions, and thus should be incorporated in the LCE decision-
making. Bio-based materials can realize lightweight structures
with lower environmental impact. However, more research
needs to be undertaken to investigate the benefits on a case-by-
case basis.

� Manufacturing of lightweight structures: Further research is
required to enable large-scale production of lightweight
structures. In addition, technologies to improve form and
topology are needed, as one goal in LCE is to use less material
to provide a certain functionality. Thus, technologies like additive
manufacturing and further processes to implement new design
approaches, such as lattice structures, should be investigated
[145]. In addition, further research is required to build
quantitative models and databases (e.g. CO2PE! [230] and
ecoinvent [231]), that are accessible to the life cycle engineering
community.

� Use stage: For certain products, such as vehicles, the motivation
to introduce lightweight structures is often linked to energy or
fuel reduction during operation. However, if the product is
electrified (e.g. electric vehicles), the resulting emissions
strongly depend on the electricity mix as part of the background
system. As a result, there is no general recommendation as to
whether a lightweight structure is environmentally beneficial.
Thus, more emphasis has to be put on the LCE of lightweight
structures, which includes variability due to technological, inter-
individual, geographical and temporal aspects. For example,
lightweight structures may have a longer or shorter lifetime, or
require new technologies for repair. Furthermore, studies in
support of LCE for lightweight structures often involve a
comparison of product systems where a reference structure is
replaced by a lightweight structure. The comparison neglects the
fact that especially structures based on multi-material or hybrid
material systems enable the integration of further functions such
as thermal or electrical conductivity. Thus, the handling of multi-
functionality in LCE of lightweight structures is important.

� End-of-life and recycling of lightweight structures: Challenges
resulting from the end-of-life stage are often addressed related
to lightweight materials, e.g. fibre-reinforced plastics, and with a
focus on automotive applications. However, mainly the devel-
opment of new process technologies is addressed, whereas the

future due to regulation and a growing number of scrap
airplanes.

� With regard to methodological aspects supporting LCE
lightweight structures, five major future research directi
are derived.

� First, this review shows that lightweight structures are o
implemented using a combination of different lightwe
levers. Whether a lightweight structure is beneficial from
environmental perspective often depends on the application 

usage scenario. Consequently, the environmental impact is
result of the interplay of different systems (e.g. raw mate
extraction systems and manufacturing systems), with the ene
system having strong interdependencies with all other syste
As a result, future LCE activities have to handle not only 

product system, but also a number of independent, interac
systems. Thus, there is not only one foreground system, bu
number of foreground systems that have to be engineered in
integrated manner. This perspective can be linked to the conc
of “system of systems” engineering [232]. In Ref. [233] Luk
asked the question: what is “[ . . . ] the endpoint of enginee
practice, what it is that engineers engineer.” Our answer
multiple, interacting systems that fulfil technical and econo
requirements while at the same time do not damage 

ecosphere, but preferably contribute to protect the ecosyst
human health, and resource availability. Therefore, to engin
lightweight structures with regard to life cycle demands
approach is required that supports the quantitative descrip
of the input–output relationships for all relevant unit proces
integrates information across different systems as well as spa
and temporal scales, computes the impact of lightweight lev
on environmental areas of protection, and reduces time 

effort to evolutionarily or revolutionarily (re-)design syste
and to permit system optimisations. Thus, building upon 

concept of integrated computational materials enginee
(ICME) [234], we propose to further direct research activi
towards exploring an integrated computational life c
engineering (icLCE). With icLCE aiming at simultaneou
designing and optimising the relevant, interlinked system
the foreground, the approach goes beyond an exclusive ass
ment of environmental impacts. The complexity of the sc
requires advances in computational techniques allowing 

coupling of computational models with respect to the spatial 

temporal scales. Furthermore, methods such as multi-attrib
optimisation and uncertainty analysis are required.

� Second, most of the reviewed studies focus on an eco-efficie
approach with climate change being the most freque
represented environmental impact category. With the identi
need to relate LCE activities to absolute sustainability requ
ments comes a need to transition from the traditional relativi
perspective of LCA (“Is the use of lightweight materials be
than conventional materials from an environmental persp
tive?”) to an absolute perspective (“Is the use of lightwe
materials environmentally sustainable?”) [235]. This inclu
addressing the total environmental impact related to increas
production volumes needed to meet a growing population 

increasing affluence in the future. This is a new field of resea
and proposals have been made on how to introduce an abso
perspective into LCA in the normalisation [236] or weigh
steps [237] of life cycle impact assessment. More norma
ing
 the
us,

ight
ort
op-
ring
ec-
ms
sed
introduction of recycled material to secondary applications is
identified as a research demand. One reason is the limited
availability of recycled material. Further research should
encompass the introduction of secondary material flows from
lightweight materials in new applications based on viable
business models. End-of-life treatment is currently not a primary
topic in the aerospace industry. The main reason for this are the
long life cycles of aircrafts and the absence of legal/regulatory
requirements such as those in the automotive sector. It is
envisaged that the recycling of aircraft components and end-of-
life management in general will become more important in the
Please cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
Technology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
choices are involved, regarding how to divide the remain
environmental space between lightweight constructions and
many other technologies used to meet human needs [238]. Th
future research in the life cycle engineering of lightwe
structures should be centred on methods and tools that supp
reducing the total environmental impact. Incorporating the t
down perspective can support reducing complexity and stee
an icLCE-based engineering of systems. The top-down persp
tive supports identifying the most relevant (foreground) syste
and pinpoints the most promising mitigation options (e.g. ba
on the IPAT equation and the Kaya identity).
gineering of lightweight structures. CIRP Annals - Manufacturing
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ird, as shown in this paper, a significant body of research
dies has focused on the benefits of lightweight levers in the
e stage against the additional environmental burden of
traction and producing lightweight materials as well as
anufacturing and recycling. Another, less discussed issue
quiring modelling is the more intense use of lightweight
oducts. Clearly, vehicles can accelerate faster and planes can fly
rther when carrying less weight. But will they? For example as
rt of an icLCE approach, models are needed to understand the
e demand for lightweight products and how they will impact
e systems into which they are introduced [239]. For instance,
odels developed in Ref. [240] show that policy incentives in the
S. automotive sector meant to promote lightweight design
ve structural incentives resulting in much of the benefit to be
rned towards higher performance vehicles rather than lower
issions vehicles. The study furthermore showcased that the
nefits of design options such as lightweight levers can lead to
e production of larger vehicles, which further reduce the
vironmental benefits of lightweight structures [241].
urth, this review highlights methodological differences to
ndle end-of-life processes such as recycling and incineration,
ich produce material and/or energy as co-products that are an

put to other product systems. Recycling and incineration are
ultifunctional processes that both serve for waste treatment
d for producing valuable outputs. In an attributional LCA,
ulti-functionality is accounted for as an allocation, for example
cording to the (economic) value of each of the services. In
ntrast, a consequential perspective attempts to model the
nsequences of the decision that is analysed. This involves an
alysis of the expected market responses when the decision is
plemented to identify the technologies that will be affected by
e decision (the marginal technologies). In a consequential LCA,
ulti-functionality is accounted for using system expansion,
ich for recycling in the end-of-life stage is equivalent with

editing the lightweight system with the impacts that are
oided when the recycled materials in the market replace other
ften new) materials [242]. The ISO standards prefer the
nsequential approach of system expansion to allocation when
ssible. The European Commission’s LCA Guideline differenti-
es between different goal situations. When the study concerns
ge-scale decisions with implications not just for the fore-
ound system, but also the background system (e.g. waste
anagement system, energy system, material production
dustries, and different temporal and geographic regions), a
nsequential perspective should be applied. On the other hand,
en decision implications are mostly limited to the foreground
stem, the recommendation is to use attributional LCA. For
mmon recycling processes, the guideline makes an exception
d recommends crediting with avoided impacts also for small
ale decisions [242]. If different modelling approaches are
plied, results from small-scale studies cannot necessarily be
scaled to make decisions on a large scale. From a strategic
rspective, methods and tools are required that support the
velopment of lightweight structures and the related life cycle
w in terms of an integrated product and process life cycle
anning [243].
th, the review underlines the importance of supporting
terpretation and decision-making in LCA to use it more
ectively for applications in LCE for lightweight structures. In

interactive visualisations for an effective understanding, reason-
ing and decision making on the basis of very large and complex
data sets” [245]. Based on this definition, Fig. 18 proposes an LCE
workflow illustrating interfaces between data acquisition,
modelling, visualisation and interpretation, and knowledge
generation [246]. For the case of lightweight structures, an
interdisciplinary collaborative approach capturing the manifold
interdependencies between design, manufacturing and LCE has
been proposed [11].

As one example of the approach of Fig. 18, Fig. 19 shows the Life
Cycle Design & Engineering Lab as a viable research infrastructure
of the Open Hybrid LabFactory (OHLF) in Wolfsburg, Germany. The
research facility focuses on the development of materials and
production technologies for multifunctional lightweight struc-
tures. The lab combines task-specific hardware solutions for LCA
visualisation, such as multi-display walls (Fig. 19b) and mixed
reality (Fig. 19c) as well as the selection of adequate visualisation
techniques for LCA results with respect to information demands.
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Fig. 18. Visual analytics-based LCE according to Ref. [246], adapted from Ref. [245].

Fig. 19. Life Cycle Design & Engineering Lab: (a) layout, (b) multi-display wall, (c)
augmented reality application.
dition, effective LCE for lightweight structures calls for a
llaborative approach linking different stakeholders
44]. Common visualisation techniques (e.g.bar charts, Sankey
agrams and break-even charts) as well as common visualisa-
n environments (e.g. presentations using projectors or
reens) reach their limits when it comes to communicating
e full complexity of LCE for lightweight structures. Here, visual
alytics (VA) in combination with laboratory environments are
omising research directions to further develop LCE of
htweight structures and beyond [19]. Visual analytics makes
e of different “[ . . . ] automated analysis techniques with
ase cite this article in press as: Herrmann C, et al. Life cycle en
chnology (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2018.05.008
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